Men Wishing To Make Good, Attention: D.P.

The Daily Pennsylvanian will hold a betting smoker from 7 to 10 p.m. in the Chester Gulch Room of Houston Hall, Kenneth W. Figurehead, Great White Editor, announced. In an interview, Figurehead said, "Working on the student newspaper endorses the indu- strious atmosphere that surrounds a student from the beginning. It prepares him for future leadership positions and throws him open to personally-social milieu from which he must be able to make the will be given a charge account at Smokey Joe's where most of the news leads are owned. Figurehead declared.

In order to support his points, he motioned to a display exhibit in his office entitled "Daily Pennsylvanian Editors Who Have Made Good." The exhibit consisted of all a small and successful student and Talmadge, Philip F., and Larry Vann. Talmadge says they never were Daily Pennsylvanians in office," Figurehead said, "but you con-" will be given a charge account at Smokey Joe's where most of the news leads are owned. Figurehead declared.

The business staff brings intensive and intensive pressure on the student newspaper." The application for a Daily Pennsylvanian card is now open to students who wish to obtain the Daily Pennsylvanian card. The deadline for applications is Friday, April 1.
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We stepped into an elevator, one of those self-maintaining cars that run through the building without the aid of a moving stairway or elevator. We pressed our button, and the car moved forward into the elevator. We were about to have an opportunity to investigate this elevator when the door closed and we were locked in. We were expected to have an interview with the D.P. editor who made good.

We had arrived shortly before the door at the fourteenteenth floor, which is where the offices of the Daily Pennsylvanian are located. We had been told that the editors of the Daily Pennsylvanian would be deposited in a waste basket after being delivered to the office. As we walked in and out of the doors, we were joined by a number of other people who were also eager to meet the D.P. editor.

We were expected to have a meeting with the D.P. editor, who was expected to have been waiting for us in the waste basket. We were very excited as we were told that we would be meeting with the D.P. editor who made good.

As we walked in and out of the doors, we were met by a number of other people who were also eager to meet the D.P. editor. We were very excited as we were told that we would be meeting with the D.P. editor who made good.
Penn Eleven To Scrimmage Philly Eagles, Play Temple

Two startling changes have been made in the University's football policy, it has been announced. The Philadelphia Eagles and the University's Varsity football squad will scrimmage together in Franklin Field Saturday, October 22. This professional team, which contacted Franklin Field for its Sunday games for next year, will hold its practice sessions in the Field at the same time as the Varsity. The inter-city Palestra doubleheaders, which enjoyed so much success during the basketball game season, will be extended to the football diamond. Temple University will play its games during the mornings preceding Penn home games. In this manner, expenses will be shared between the teams. An intercity game will be played on Saturday, November 22nd as a warming for the Quakers for the annual Penn-Cornell Turkey Day Classic. The game will be unofficial and Commuter trunking will not count.

Ivy League Rejects Outsiders' New Rule

The Ivy League Varsity Football Association, it was learned today, has rejected a rule advocated by a committee of two men, one from each of the Ivy League schools. That has been much controversy over the rule, however the Ivy League coaches are not to be set. "We are fighting a three-year battle, a speech on a Penn Conference, and we therefore can't solve it," said the Ivy League. "They aren't doing it. Nobody can tell us why they aren't doing it."

STEVE LEROY

Commuters Barred

Eligible for Varsity athletics to attend Penn as a proposed new rule is passed, the Daily Pennsylvanian learned. In Athletic department woes, sooner to limit the number of Commuter students, it was learned yesterday. A new plan in order to avoid the Varsity team for Commuters. This, however, has been called a rule by the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics, "The exact regulations to be worked out in the Quakers," he said.

Olympic Standards Set For Penn Relays Measurements

This year's Penn Relays will be run in accordance with Olympic scoring and measuring procedures. The judges will be issued booklets explaining the new system far enough in advance to acquaint themselves with the changed procedure.

Instead of running races in miles and measuring jumping events in feet, there will be kilometers-measured races, and jumps in meters. All times will be computed in meters. A mile is approximately three feet, and a kilometer is 4/5 of a mile. The rules will not permit running the marathon or any of the relay races in the new scoring system.

"This new system of the Olympic type is one that we plan to use," the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics is now at work writing the program
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The University's new coach courts will be opened Friday, the Daily Pennsylvanian learned today. The opening ceremony will be conducted on the balcony of the new gymnasium, and will feature the University's marching band, and various members of the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics. In addition, Bernard Schwab, Sports Editor of the Daily Pennsylvanian will deliver a speech about the "Enchanted Domain of Athletics at Penn, and What It Is Doing to the Undergraduates."

Those wishing to play squash on the new courts will have to sign in at Weingarten Hall, if announced. There will be some special hours set aside, and times for intramurals, because the courts are expected to be in demand for the first week. After that, a spokesman of the Athletic department, the student will probably be interested in squash and it will be very easy to find a vacant court."

The courts were erected this year with the money collected by the Athletic Alumni Giving Fund. They cost three million dollars and were the first of their kind in the country. Sports Illustrated magazine is due the feature on the courts while they were in the construction stage. It is expected, the spokesman said, that they will be in use on the completed courts.

Members of Penn's squash team were busy on the courts, and could not be reached for comments about the opening. However, many undergraduate control the court, and think the courts will be in demand."

Steve Soehi could not be reached for comments. In Hans, however, was very pleased with the courts.
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D. P. Editor

---continued from page 10

I learned a great deal about responsibility in that position. When you look around you from that height of that Editor's Chair you can hardly miss anything and you realize that you have the power to make or break him with the cuts you make. I want to tell everyone, that's what I did, and I only became Editor so that everyone would admire and never be afraid to matter what we say or what I had to make excuses. I followed the long-standing precedent and said nothing. If that isn't the only wise path in business, I don't know what is. I learned a great deal about responsibilities in that position.

NOTICES

SPORTSMAN CLUB

You are invited to join the D. P. Sportsman Club. We have a Keg Night this week, get in on the fun.

R. O. T. C.

Kit Sale and Kit Buy. All those who wish to take advantage of this sale should come early.

ILL RESIDENTS

EUROPEAN TRAVEL

Classified Ads

OPTICAL DAMAGES — PROMPT BUY, SELL OR TRADE OLD U. S.

ALL THOSE WHO WISH TO TAKE

LEARN SPANISH QUICKLY

PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

Complements The Highball on a fine parody.

Baloney!!

and plenty of it in our sandwiches. If you want a sandwich and not a loaf of bread come to THE CAMPUS MARKET

36th and SPRUCE STREETS

The choicest delicatessen in all sandwiches. We also feature prime groceries at low prices. All milk and orange juice recently marked down.

For Social, Business or General Printing

JAMES B. BURNS

3513 MARKET STREET

Eagleville 6-4817 — Sagemore 7-6084

Sophomore Sol's

37th and Spruce Sts.

Some friendly Policy & Almanac

NOW UNDER DIRECTION OF GEORGE AND DAVE

Senior Sol's

37th and Spruce Sts.

Despite the fact that the University has begged us to remain in our present location since we have become a Pennsylvania institution, the University Jewelers have decided to make way for the University's expansion program by moving to a new location at 3425 Walnut Street. (Across from Horn & Hardart's.)

Come over and visit us after April 25

Dave and Norm Kaufman

The University Jewelers

Soroaries were added to the expense of sweet goods and territorial shoes.

He smiled with a flourish and went out of the room. We left it the way we found it and left the explanation to him.

Another Highball Parody

"When Better Parodies Are Written, Highball Writes Them"

—Ralph Thornton

Gardner, Vinson, Lamont, Barden

From A Corned Beef Sandwich

To A Hot Knish!

We Sell It... You Eat It!

MAXIE'S CORNED BEEF JUNCTION

3715 SPRUCE STREET

Where The Elite Meet To Eat

Free Delivery

Open 10 to 2

8Airing 5-9760

Winter has passed and the next few weeks of school will see the weather becoming sunny and warm.

Dressing properly and comfortably will necessitate a change of wardrobe and Jerry Finn's is ready to serve you with a new stock of handsome lightweight suits and sportswear to carry you into Spring and through the Summer.

Come in and look through our wide selection.

JERRY FINN

37th and WALNUT STREETS
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